
 
 
 
January 27, 2014 
 
John Langerman  
WINK-TV  
2824 Palm Beach Boulevard 
Ft. Myers, FL 33916 
 
RE:  “Lizbeth – Just Another Two Faced Politician”  
 
Dear Mr. Langerman: 
 
This letter is written on behalf of Values Are Vital, a federal political committee. 
 
We are in receipt of the letter from Emmett “Bucky” Mitchell, IV, on behalf of the Republican 
Party of Florida, demanding that your station withdraw from airing an advertisement 
sponsored by Values Are Vital styled “Lizbeth – Just Another Two Faced Politician.”  This letter 
from the Republican Party of Florida is no more than an attempt to chill the First Amendment 
Rights of Values Are Vital to engage in protected political discourse regarding the motivations 
underlying Senator Benaquisto’s recent advertising campaign.   
 
The gist of the advertisement sponsored by Values Are Vital is that State Senator Lizabeth 
Benaquisto is using monies ostensibly contributed in connection with a state election campaign 
to campaign for a Congressional office.  This assertion is hardly novel.  It without dispute that 
Senator Benaquisto has stated she interested in the Congressional seat.  As Marc A. Caputo 
noted in his blog-post of November 20, 2013, Senator Benaquisto would be formidable potential 
candidate.1  Specifically to the point raised in the letter from the Republican Party of Florida, it 
has been noted that Senator Benaquisto’s advertising campaign is not for the purpose of 
campaigning for the State Senate:  “She has expressed some interest in possibly challenging the 
incumbent, Trey Radel”, [Dr. Peter Bergerson, a political science professor at FGCU] said. “The 
campaign, in an essence, has started; you can consider this to be the kickoff.”2  
 

                                                           
1 See http://miamiherald.typepad.com/nakedpolitics/2013/11/us-rep-tray-radels-gop-primary-
nightmare-fl-sen-republican-leader-lizbeth-benacquisto.html 
 
2 See http://www.nbc-2.com/story/24377725/benacquisto-doing-heavy-spending-on-television-
ads#.UuAgk9Io7RY   
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Values Are Vital stands by the assertions included in its advertisement.  As you are aware, the 
First Amendment affords the broadest protection to political expression which reflects a 
“profound national commitment to the principle that debate on public issues should be 
uninhibited, robust, and wide-open.” See New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 270 (1964).  
 
Values Are Vital supports the decision of your station to air our advertisement, in light of the 
threats of the Republican Party of Florida, which really has no cognizable interest in this matter.  
 
Sincerely,  

Mark Herron 
Mark Herron  


